
Putting it all together
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Agenda

1. Solar case studies
2. Design exercises
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Solar case studies
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute
Architect: ZGF Architects LLP
Project Owner: J. Craig Venter Institute
Project Category: New Construction
Project Type: Laboratory
Building Gross Floor Area: 44,607 sf
Project Location: La Jolla, CA

“The client's vision was to build the most sustainable research building in the world, setting a new benchmark in environmental stewardship.” – ZGF Architects LLP

Photo credit: Steve Proehl

Our first case study is a new construction project located in La Jolla, CA. The project type is a laboratory and the goal of the client was to build the most sustainable research building in the world. 

More info on case study: http://www.aiatopten.org/node/495
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Solar PV System Capacity: 481.3 kW
Annual kWh Production: 845,429 kWh 

Photo credit: Nick Merrick

The zero energy building has a 481.3 kW solar PV system, with an estimated production of 845,429 kWh. 
Here we can see the southern and western facades with the solar PV system facing south, tilted at the angle of the roof. 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Graphic credit: ZGF Architects

Here we can see in the diagram the typical baseline energy budget for a laboratory (outer dotted circle) and the target energy budget determined by the architect (inner dotted circle). 
The following measures were taken to cut the energy load down to the target. 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Graphic credit: ZGF Architects

The initial energy reduction was through architectural solutions, like sunshades and building orientation. This cut the energy load by 7%. 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Graphic credit: ZGF Architects

Next, additional energy savings were achieved through improvements to HVAC and lighting systems.  
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Graphic credit: ZGF Architects

Then finally, by changing the culture of the research and laboratory, the design was able to save 73% more energy than the baseline design. 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

$141,243.92 under baseline

Total Building Energy Cost Performance 

ANIMATION SLIDE
Here is a table from the LEED energy report that compares the baseline and proposed energy costs. 
We can see the baseline design, according to ASHRAE standards, puts the building at $123K in annual electricity costs. With the efficiencies previously discussed, the proposed design cuts the energy costs down to $54K annually. 
With the addition of the solar PV system, the building achieves its zero energy status, and has a surplus of $17K annually. 
That’s $141K under the baseline design! 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Graphic credit: ZGF Architects

ANIMATION SLIDE
Here in the building section, we can see the PV panels on the roof. During the initial roof design, considerations for solar PV were taken into account. Here we can see the roof is tilted to allow for maximum solar generation. 
The panels over the working space cover the entire roof, while the panels over the atrium are spaced to allow for daylighting. 
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Case Study - J. Craig Venter Institute

Photo credit: Nick Merrick
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Case Study - Wayne Aspinall Federal Building
Architect: Westlake Reed Leskosky / The Beck Group
Project Owner: U.S. General Services Administration, Rocky Mountain Region
Project Category: Adaptive Reuse
Project Type: Courthouse, Office
Building Gross Floor Area: 41,562 sf
Project Location: Grand Junction, CO

Photo credit: Kevin G. Reeves

Our second case study is an adaptive reuse project located in Grand Junction, CO. The federal building is comprised of court rooms and general office space. 

For more information on the case study: http://www.aiatopten.org/node/367
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Case Study - Wayne Aspinall Federal Building

Photo credit: Westlake Reed Leskosky

Two Solar PV Arrays: 
1. Suspended canopy
2. Roof mounted 

1 2

The zero energy design includes two solar PV systems. The first PV system is suspended on a rooftop canopy, which provides shade and open space for occupants to utilize. The second is mounted on the original roof. 

http://www.aiatopten.org/node/367
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Case Study - Wayne Aspinall Federal Building

Solar PV System Capacity: 123 kW
Annual kWh Production: 173,608 kWh 

Energy Use Summary

Here is an energy use summary from the LEED energy report. Here we can see with the efficiencies included in the proposed design, along with the solar PV system, the building will have an excess of 10K kWh per year. 
The two solar PV systems comprise 123kW of capacity, with an estimated production of 173,608 kWh. 
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Case Study - Wayne Aspinall Federal Building

$32,281.75 under baseline

Energy Cost Summary

ANIMATION SLIDE
Here is a table from the LEED energy report that compares the baseline and proposed energy costs. 
We can see the baseline design, according to ASHRAE standards, puts the building at $31K in annual electricity costs. With the additional efficiencies, the proposed design cuts the energy costs down to $11K annually. 
With the addition of the solar PV system, the building achieves its zero energy status, and has a surplus of $731 annually. 
That’s $32K under the baseline design! 
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Case Study - Wayne Aspinall Federal Building

Photo credit: Kevin G. Reeves
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Case Study: H-E-B at Mueller
Architect: Lake|Flato Architects & H-E-B Design + Construction
Project Owner: H-E-B
Project Category: New construction
Project Type: Supermarket / grocery
Building Gross Floor Area: 83,587 sf
Project Location: Austin, TX

Photo credit: Lake|Flato Architects

Here is an example of a new construction project, with solar PV, but was not planned to be a zero energy building. 
Supermarkets and food service use more energy per square foot than any other commercial building sector and are more than twice as energy-intensive as office buildings and schools, primarily due to systems used to ensure safe fresh food. H-E-B’s energy conservation allows them to pass on savings in the form of lower prices to their customers, who come from a broad spectrum of income levels and demographics.
H-E-B at Mueller slashed its energy use by an estimated 64% over the grocery store national median while achieving a more comfortable customer environment. This was accomplished through a whole-system approach, reaping multiple benefits from single design moves
http://www.aiatopten.org/node/489
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Case Study: H-E-B at Mueller

To understand the savings H-E-B could achieve, the team first looked at where grocery store operations use energy. Of all utility costs (including truck fuel, landfill fees, water, gas, and electricity), store electricity is by far the biggest expense. Breaking store electricity down into end uses, the biggest portion goes to refrigeration (typically 50% for grocery stores), then refrigerated-case anti-sweat devices and other equipment, HVAC, and then lighting. Understanding that HVAC and refrigeration together make up the majority of a store’s energy load, the team determined that addressing this would have the most impact on reducing overall store energy use. Demand-side efficiency measures were recommended, including high-efficiency fans and ductwork, a chiller plant with cooling tower, radiant cooling and heating, and desiccant dehumidification of outside air. These provided the best combination of energy efficiency and replicability to any H-E-B site.
An innovative propane refrigeration system with zero ozone depletion potential and low global warming potential allows for 95% less refrigerant than conventional systems. A 169 kW roof-mounted solar photovoltaic system generates enough electricity to power all the store’s lighting.
Design phase energy models estimated that the store would exceed the 2013 2030 Challenge target of 60% reduction
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Case Study: H-E-B at Mueller

Solar PV System Capacity: 169 kW
Annual kWh Production: 234,800 kWh 
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Case Study: H-E-B at Mueller

Total Building Energy Cost Performance

$73,668.73 under baseline

ANIMATION SLIDE
Here is a table from the LEED energy report that compares the baseline and proposed energy costs. 
We can see the baseline design, according to ASHRAE standards, puts the building at $274K in annual electricity costs. With the additional efficiencies, the proposed design cuts the energy costs down to $217K annually. 
With the addition of the solar PV system reduces the annual electricity costs to $200K.
That’s $73K under the baseline design, showing that even though the PV system is not offsetting 100% of the electricity use, the system can still provide significant savings to the building owner. 
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Design Exercises
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Exercise 1: Site Layout

Building  2 Building 1

Sketch Exercise
1. Where should the building be placed?2. Where should the solar system be placed? 

Existing Building

Park

Potential Future Development

Sktech excerise
On your worksheet sketch:
• Where the buildings should be located
• Where can the solar be placed?
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Exercise 1: Site Layout

Existing Building

Park

Potential Future Development

Sketch Exercise
1. Where should the building be placed?2. Where are the good solar sites? 

ANIMATION SLIDE
Here is one option to maximize the area to add solar PV. First, since there is potential future the development on the south side of the building, we should block off the southern part of the lot for shade. Then we can place the buildings on the north side of the lot, which opens up the middle of the lot for a car port installation. In addition to the carports, solar PV could be installed on the roofs of the buildings and on the facades. 
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Exercise 1: Site Layout

Canopy
Credit: Stephen Miller

Rooftop
Credit: CSE

Facade
Credit: Adroit Energy

Carport
Credit: CSE 

Remember, there are many options for solar PV installations. Each of these examples are using the standard PV panel. 
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Exercise 2: Choose the best inverter

Example System 1 
• 1 south-facing array
• 1 west-facing array
• No shade

Option 1:
Micro inverters

Option 2:
2 string inverters

What is the best inverter for a system with multi-direction arrays, with no shade?
Modules facing different directions should not be placed on one string inverter, so the best options would be micro inverters for the entire system, or two string inverters, splitting the panels that face different directions.
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Exercise 2: Choose the best inverter

Example System 2
• 2 arrays, both facing south
• Minimal shade

Option 1:
String inverter

Option 2:
Micro inverters or DC power optimizers

What is the best inverter for a system with 2 arrays, both facing south, with minimal shade?
A string inverter alone will suffice for this example. If the customer would like monitoring with panel level production, then micro inverters or additional DC power optimizers should be used. 
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Exercise 2: Choose the best inverter

Example System 3
• 2 arrays, both facing south
• 1 panel shaded during afternoon hours

Option 1:
Micro inverters

Option 2:
String inverter with DC power optimizers

What is the best inverter for a system with 2 arrays, both facing south, with a panel shaded in the afternoon. 
If there is significant shading it is necessary to use micro inverters or a sting inverter with DC power optimizers so the production of the entire string does not drop. 
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Exercise 3: Choose the best mounting method
Tilted rack

Pole

Ballast

Flush

Flat roof, concern with drilling holes

Pitched roof

Flat roof, concern with additional weight

Parking lot or field

There are many mounting methods for solar PV. Match the mounting method to the site consideration. 
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Exercise 3: Choose the best mounting method
Tilted rack

Pole

Ballast

Flush

Flat roof, concern with drilling holes

Pitched roof

Flat roof, concern with additional weight

Parking lot or field

If there is a concern about additional weight on the roof, then a tilted rack (and not ballasted system) should be used.
A ballasted system will add more weight per sf to roof than a tilted rack system.Infact, a ballasted system will add 3-5 lb per sf MORE than a tilted rack system.
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Exercise 3: Choose the best mounting method
Tilted rack

Pole

Ballast

Flush

Flat roof, concern with drilling holes

Pitched roof

Flat roof, concern with additional weight

Parking lot or field

Pole mounting is for parking lots, fields, and canopies
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Exercise 3: Choose the best mounting method
Tilted rack

Pole

Ballast

Flush

Flat roof, concern with drilling holes

Pitched roof

Flat roof, concern with additional weight

Parking lot or field

If there is a concern for drilling through the roof, a ballasted system should be considered since it requires no roof penetrations.
All other options will require penetrations.
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Exercise 3: Choose the best mounting method
Tilted rack

Pole

Ballast

Flush

Flat roof, concern with drilling holes

Pitched roof

Flat roof, concern with additional weight

Parking lot or field

Flush mounted systems are the most common for pitched roof, due to the aesthetics.
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Exercise 4: Calculate area needed for PV system

Calculation Exercise:
How much space is needed for a 10 kW system?

Two calculations:
system capacity (Watts)   / watts per panel   = # of panels 

# of panels   x sf per panel   = total array area

You can use the known variables provided by the module manufacturer to determine the approximate area needed for a photovoltaic array, by knowing the dimensions of the proposed modules and the voltage of the module. Simple math will give you the approximate voltage per square foot of roof area which the array will occupy.
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Exercise 4: Array size approximation
Calculation Exercise:
How much space is needed for a 10 kW system?
• Silicon monocrystalline modules @ 345 watt/panel
• 77" x 39" or approximately 21 sf per panel

Two calculations:
10,000 Watts   / 345 Watts   = 29 panels 
29 panels   x 21 sf per panel   = 609 sf

How to determine the approximate minimum amount of space you need for a 10 kW silicon monocrystalline system (@345 w per panel). 1. Take 10,000 watts (10kW) / watts per panel1. Ex: 10,000 / 345 = 29 panels2. Take # of panels x sf per panel = total area1. Ex. 29 panels x 21 sf = 609 sf

Remember: you also need to account for required pathways and clear perimeter
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Exercise 5: Calculate dead load
Calculation Exercise:
How much dead load will the same 10 kW system add to the roof?
• Area of system = 609 sf

Racking only:
Dead load = sf x 2-4 lbs

Ballasted mounted:
Dead load = sf x 5-9 lbs

Lets use the same system form exercise 4 to calculate the dead load for PV system.
For a racking only system the load will be approximately 2-4 lb/sf, while the ballasted system will be 5-9 lb/sf.
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Exercise 5: Calculate dead load
Calculation Exercise:
How much dead load will the same 10 kW system add to the roof?
• Area of system = 609 sf

Racking only:
1,218 – 2,436 lbs/sf = 609 

sf x 2-4 lbs

Ballasted mounted:
3,045 – 5,481 lbs/sf = 609 

sf x 5-9 lbs

If we plug in the square footage from the previous exercise, the system will add the following dead load to the roof:
Racking only: 1,218-2,436 lbs/sfBallasted mounted: 3,045– 5,481 lbs/sf
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